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E&E: ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES  

NOTIFYING 
COUNTRY 

 PRODUCT  DANGER MEASURES 
ADOPTED  

USA NAME OF PRODUCT: Low-profile power 
conditioners/surge protectors 

UNITS: About 2,500 

IMPORTER: Milestone AV Technologies LLC, of 
Savage, Minn. 

MANUFACTURER: Rite-Tech Industrial Co., Ltd., of 
Taiwan 

DESCRIPTION: This recall involves all Sanus 
Elements model ELM205 low-profile power 
conditioners or surge protectors. SANUS ELEMENTS 
is printed on the front of the unit and the model 
number is printed near the UL logo on the back. 

MANUFACTURED IN: China 

 

HAZARD 

Improper grounding of the case 
and inadequate insulation for 
the circuit breaker poses an 
electrical shock hazard to 
consumers. 

INCIDENTS/INJURIES 

None reported 

Voluntary recall 

USA NAME OF PRODUCT: Slow Cooker 

UNITS: About 7,460 

RETAILER: Burlington Coat Factory, of Burlington, 
N.J. 

IMPORTER/DISTRIBUTOR: Lehrhoff ABL, of 
Carlstadt, N.J. 

DESCRIPTION: This recall involves Bella Kitchen 5-
quart programmable slow cookers. The slow cookers 
are black with "Bella Kitchen" printed on the control 
panel. Only slow cookers with model number WJ-
5000DE and date codes 0907 or 0909 are included in 
this recall. The model number and the four-digit date 
code are printed on a label on the underside of the 
product. 

MANUFACTURED IN: China 

 

HAZARD 

The slow cooker's control 
panel can overheat and melt, 
posing a fire hazard. 

INCIDENTS/INJURIES 

The manufacturer has received 
60 reports of the control panels 
smoking, melting and sparking, 
and three reports of panels 
catching fire. Fourteen 
incidents resulted in minor 
damage to countertops. No 
injuries have been reported. 

Voluntary recall 
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E&E: ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES  

NOTIFYING 
COUNTRY 

 PRODUCT  DANGER MEASURES 
ADOPTED  

USA NAME OF PRODUCT: Global Workbench Power 
Risers, Power Aprons and Power Shelves 

UNITS: About 5,000 

MANUFACTURER: Global Equipment Company, of 
Port Washington, N.Y. , dba Global Industrial 

DESCRIPTION AND MODELS: This recall affects all 
workbenches with the following components: 

-  The Power Riser is made of steel, has an 18-inch 
shelf with four duplex receptacles and an on/off 
switch mounted along the front. It comes in gray 
only and in lengths of 60, 72 and 96 inches. The riser 
attaches to the top of the bench. 

-  The Power Apron is made of steel, has three 
duplex receptacles and an on/off switch mounted in 
one of the long cross beams. It comes in blue or tan 
and in lengths of 48, 60, 72 and 96 inches. 

-  The Power Shelf is made of steel, has three duplex 
receptacles and an on/off switch mounted on the 
front. It comes in blue or tan and in lengths of 48, 60, 
72 and 96 inches. It attaches to a pair of 48-inch 
uprights. 

MANUFACTURED IN: China 

 

HAZARD 

Misrouted wiring in the 
electrical outlets on the 
workbench risers, aprons and 
shelves, and reverse polarity in 
some workbench power cords 
pose an electric shock hazard. 

INCIDENTS/INJURIES 

Global has received eight 
reports of misrouted wires. 

Voluntary recall 
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E&E: ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES  

NOTIFYING 
COUNTRY 

 PRODUCT  DANGER MEASURES 
ADOPTED  

USA NAME OF PRODUCT: Liebherr Built-In 30-Inch 
Wide Bottom Freezer Refrigerators 

UNITS: About 5,702 units 

IMPORTER: Liebherr-Canada Ltd of Ontario, of 
Canada 

MANUFACTURER: Liebherr-Hausgeraete Lienz 
GmbH, of Austria 

DESCRIPTION: This recall involves Liebherr built-in 
30-inch wide bottom freezer refrigerators with model 
and index numbers listed below. The refrigerators 
were sold individually or as side-by-side companion 
units. The refrigerators come in stainless steel and 
various custom finishes and are built into the kitchen 
cabinetry. "Liebherr" is written on the top interior 
control panel. The model number can be found on a 
label located behind the bottom drawer on the left 
interior side of the single door refrigerator. 

MANUFACTURED IN: Austria  

 

HAZARD 

The refrigerator's door can 
detach, posing an injury hazard 
to consumers. 

INCIDENTS/INJURIES 

Liebherr has received ten 
reports of doors detaching. No 
injuries reported. 

Voluntary recall 

(to be continued) 
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E&E: ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES  

NOTIFYING 
COUNTRY 

 PRODUCT  DANGER MEASURES 
ADOPTED  

    

EU/UNITED 
KINGDOM 

CATEGORY: Other 

PRODUCT: Electronic cigarette kit "Lit Smokes" 

BRAND: Strathmore Ventures 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Bar code 4 607014 
056847 

DESCRIPTION: Electronic cigarette kit comprised: a 
charging box, which also serves to store the 
atomizer, battery and nicotine capsules; a USB cord 
set, which enables the battery to be linked to a USB 
outlet for recharging; and a US to UK travel adaptor. 
The charging box has retractable pins for direct 
mounting onto socket outlet. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Latvia 

 
 

ELECTRIC SHOCK AND 
HEALTH RISK 

The product poses a risk of 
electric shock because the 
travel adaptor supplied does 
not have correctly sized pins, 
does not have a fuse fitted, and 
is not fitted with shutters to 
screen the socket contacts. 

In addition, the product poses a 
health risk: specifically the risk 
of consumers and particularly 
children having skin contact or 
swallowing nicotine soaked 
cartridges. The declarations on 
the product claim that the 
nicotine content is ‘Super 
High’, but risk phrases and 
tactile warnings are absent. In 
addition to this, the product 
does not bear any specific 
warnings about the dangers 
posed to users, maximum 
dosage, or any information 
about the potential danger to 
children from using the 
product. 

The product does not comply 
with the Low Voltage Directive 
and the relevant national 
standard BS 1363. 

Seizure of the 
product ordered by 
the authorities. 
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E&E: ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES  

NOTIFYING 
COUNTRY 

 PRODUCT  DANGER MEASURES 
ADOPTED  

EU/UNITED 
KINGDOM 

CATEGORY: Other 

PRODUCT: Electronic cigarette kit E-Health Cigarette 

BRAND: Unknown 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Not known. 

Description: Electronic cigarette kit comprising: a 
battery and atomiser in the form of a cigarette, two 
USB cords sets, which enables the battery to be 
linked to a USB outlet for recharging; a 12 V car plug 
with USB outlet, which enables the battery to be 
charged from a power socket in a vehicle; and an AC/
DC adaptor with a USB output, which enables the 
battery to be recharged from a mains supply. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Unknown 

 
 

ELECTRIC SHOCK AND 
HEALTH RISK 

The travel adaptor supplied 
with the product poses a risk 
of electric shock because: 
- the internal insulation 
between the input and output 
circuits is not sufficient; 
- the internal connections rely 
upon solder to maintain their 
position; 
- the pins are inadequately 
sized. 

In addition, the product poses a 
health risk: specifically the risk 
of consumers and particularly 
children having skin contact or 
swallowing nicotine soaked 
cartridges. The declarations on 
the product claim that the 
nicotine content is ‘Super 
High’, but risk phrases and 
tactile warnings are absent. In 
addition to this, the product 
does not bear any specific 
warnings about the dangers 
posed to users, maximum 
dosage, or any information 
about the potential danger to 
children from using the 
product. 

The product does not comply 
with the Low Voltage Directive 
and the relevant European 
standard EN 60950 and the 
relevant national standard BS 
1363. 

Seizure of the 
product ordered by 
the authorities. 
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E&E: ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES  

NOTIFYING 
COUNTRY 

 PRODUCT  DANGER MEASURES 
ADOPTED  

AUSTRALIA Link Technology Pty Ltd—Mistral, Rank Arena, 
Homemaker & Signature Clothes Dryers 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

MISTRAL, model number MTD3 
RANK ARENA, model number RATD3 
HOMEMAKER, model number HMD35 
SIGNATURE, model number SIG3.5-1 

IDENTIFYING FEATURES 

CF 52 xxxxx to CF 59 xxxxx 
CF 5A xxxxx to CF 5C xxxxx 
CF 61 xxxxx to CF 64 xxxxx 

TRADERS WHO SOLD THIS PRODUCT 

Kmart, BIG W & Signature retail stores 

SUPPLIER 

Link Technology Pty Ltd 

 

 

HAZARDS 

The door switch may catch fire 
during operation and cause 
property damage and possible 
loss of life. 

DEFECTS 

The door switch has a design 
defect that may cause it to 
overheat during operation. 

CONSUMERS 
ACTION 

Confirm your serial 
number. If it is 
within the affected 
range of numbers 
immediately STOP 
using the machine 
and unplug it.  
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E&E: ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES  

NOTIFYING 
COUNTRY 

 PRODUCT  DANGER MEASURES 
ADOPTED  

AUSTRALIA Custom Car Sound Pty Ltd—JL Audio HD750/1 
Amplifier 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

750 Watt mono car audio amplifier 

IDENTIFYING FEATURES 

Affected serial numbers: 
10801402441, 10801402460, 10801402494, 
10801402502, 10801402503, 10801402509, 
10801402511, 10801402585, 10801402596, 
108015500036, 108015500112, 108015500233, 
108015500234, 108015500244, 108015500248, 
108015500275, 108015500278, 108015500295, 
108015500428, 108015501610, 108015501636, 
108015501788, 108015501923, 108015501927, 
108015501928, 108015501931, 108015501939, 
108015501941, 108015502156, 108015502239, 
108015502273, 108015502301, 108015502316, 
10801400671 

TRADERS WHO SOLD THIS PRODUCT 

JB Hi-Fi (nationally), Ryda Dotcom (NSW), Doran Pro 
Audio (NSW) 

SUPPLIER 

Custom Car Sound Pty Ltd 

SUPPLIER'S WEB SITE 

http://www.customcar.com.au 

 

 

HAZARDS 

Under extreme circumstances, 
the circuit board could melt and 
cause the amplifier to smoke 
or catch fire, resulting in 
property damage and possible 
loss of life. 

DEFECTS 

A defective component on the 
circuit board causes the 
amplifier to overheat. 

CONSUMERS 
ACTION 

Return the 
amplifier to the 
place of purchase 
or contact Custom 
Car Sound for an 
EXCHANGE or 
FULL REFUND.  

http://www.customcar.com.au�
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E&E: ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES  

NOTIFYING 
COUNTRY 

 PRODUCT  DANGER MEASURES 
ADOPTED  

AUSTRALIA Brown Forman Australia—Southern Comfort Juke 
Boxes 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

Jukebox incorporating a CD player, MP3 player, AM/
FM radio, MP3 Docking station and lights 

IDENTIFYING FEATURES 

Each jukebox has its own serial number 

TRADERS WHO SOLD THIS PRODUCT 

The product was part of an in store promotion. 
Consumers could enter the competition by 
purchasing a bottle of any Southern Comfort product 
and enter their name and details for a draw at the 
outlet to win a jukebox 

SUPPLIER 

Brown Forman Australia 

SUPPLIER'S WEB SITE 

http://www.b-f.com.au/ 

 

HAZARDS 

There is a remote chance that 
the defect could cause a fire. 

DEFECTS 

A circuit board in the jukebox 
may not cope with power 
surges and may fail as a result. 

CONSUMERS 
ACTION 

Brown Forman will 
contact all winners 
directly. Turn the 
jukebox off and 
unplug it at the 
wall. Put it in a 
safe place until the 
Brown Forman 
representative 
collects the item.  

http://www.b-f.com.au/�
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E&E: LIGHTING EQUIPMENTS  

NOTIFYING 
COUNTRY 

 PRODUCT  DANGER MEASURES 
ADOPTED  

EU/HUNGARY CATEGORY: Lighting equipment 

PRODUCT: Wall bracket 

BRAND: Artes natur 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: code on the product 
15 2001 

DESCRIPTION: The wall bracket is made of antler 
and it is fixed to a wooden base; the lampshade is 
made of glass. The type of lampholder is E27 and 
includes metal connecting parts. Information on the 
luminaire: brand name, code number, max power of 
the bulb. Main components of the luminaire: 
lampholder: 4/250 T/210 81S ENEC03; *nkt cables 
H03VVH2-F 2x0.75mm2 BBJ. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Czech Republic 

 
 

ELECTRIC SHOCK  

The product poses a risk of 
electric shock because: 

- the wires may get damaged 
since they touch sharp metal 
edges of certain components, 
- the basic insulated parts 
come into contact with 
accessible live parts.  
The product does not comply 
with the Low Voltage Directive 
(LVD) and the relevant 
European standard EN 60598. 

Withdrawal from 
the market and 
recall from 
consumers 
ordered by the 
authorities. 

EU/HUNGARY CATEGORY: Lighting equipment  

PRODUCT: Tiffany-style luminaire 

BRAND: Fodexim 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: RS-TL-XY2701 

DESCRIPTION: The turtle-shaped, portable luminaire 
is attractive to children, and could be used as a toy. 
Main components of the luminaire: plug: TA-AN, TP-
31, 2.5A, 250V~; mains supply cord: LEADER 
H03VVH2-F 2x0, 75mm2; switch: Patent 99332137.2 
99238813.9, KETI 303 2/250~ CE, lampholder: RUI 
CHENG, T210, 250V, 2A, E14-A/1, 40027003, VDE. 
Technical specification: 230V, 50Hz, 25W E14, Class 
II, IP20 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Taiwan 

 
 

ELECTRIC SHOCK  

The product poses a risk of 
electric shock because: 
- there is no transformer or 
step-down converter applied; 
- due to its design it is 
attractive and may be used as a 
toy by children,  
- the lampshade and the bulb 
can be easily removed, thus 
live parts become accessible. 

The product does not comply 
with the Low Voltage Directive 
and with the relevant European 
standard EN 60598. 

Withdrawal from 
the market and 
recall from 
consumers 
ordered by the 
authorities. 
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E&E: LIGHTING EQUIPMENTS  

NOTIFYING 
COUNTRY 

 PRODUCT  DANGER MEASURES 
ADOPTED  

EU/SLOVAKIA CATEGORY: Lighting chains 

PRODUCT: Christmas lighting chain "Multi Function 
Rice Light" 

BRAND: Unknown 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: 140 

DESCRIPTION: Christmas lighting chain with 
varicoloured bulbs, equipped with a flashing device 
to change colour effects – 8 possibilities. Packed in a 
blue cardboard box with marking MULTI FUNCTION, 
RICE LIGHT, 140, 220 V, CE, information in Spanish, 
Portuguese, English, Italian and others. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: China 

 
 

ELECTRIC SHOCK  

The product poses a risk of 
electric shock because cross-
section of wires, length of the 
cord and the plug are 
inappropriate.  

The product does not comply 
with the Low Voltage Directive 
(LVD) and the relevant 
European standard EN 60598. 

Sales ban and 
withdrawal from 
the market 
ordered by the 
authorities. 

EU/SLOVAKIA CATEGORY: Lighting chains 

PRODUCT: Christmas lighting chain Twinle Lights 

BRAND: Unknown 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: 100, ITEM: 885100F 

DESCRIPTION: Christmas lighting chain with 
varicoloured bulbs, equipped with a flashing device 
to change colour effects – altogether 8 possibilities. 
Information compressed into the product: 
“1.Combination, 2. In waves, 3. Sequential, 4. Slo – 
Slo, 5. Chasing /Flash, 6. Slow Fade, 7. Twinkle / 
Flash, 8. Steady on”. Packed in a blue cardboard box 
with marking TWINLE LIGHTS, 220 – 240 V, ITEM: 
885100F and user’s instructions in Czech language 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Unknown 

 
 

ELECTRIC SHOCK  

The product poses a risk of 
electric shock because cross-
section of wires, length of the 
cord and the plug are 
inappropriate.  

The product does not comply 
with the Low Voltage Directive 
(LVD) and the relevant 
European standard EN 60598. 

Sales ban and 
withdrawal from 
the market 
ordered by the 
authorities. 
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E&E: LIGHTING EQUIPMENTS  

NOTIFYING 
COUNTRY 

 PRODUCT  DANGER MEASURES 
ADOPTED  

USA NAME OF PRODUCT: “Camp Nod” lantern 
nightlights 

UNITS: About 9,700 

MANUFACTURER: The Land of Nod, of Northbrook, 
Ill. 

DESCRIPTION: This recall involves “Camp Nod” 
electric lantern nightlights. The red or blue cylindrical-
shaped metal lanterns have a glass bulb cover. The 
lantern nightlights measure about 9.75 inches in 
height and about 4 inches in diameter. The lanterns 
have either a barbell tag on the cord that includes 
item number 0603041-RE (red) or 0603041-BL (blue), 
or a tag affixed to the underside of the lantern that 
includes the words “The Land of Nod.” 

MANUFACTURED IN: China 

 

HAZARD 

An electrical short circuit can 
occur in the nightlight’s wiring, 
posing a risk of fire or shock 
hazard to consumers. 

INCIDENTS/INJURIES 

The firm has received 16 
reports of incidents, including 
one report of minor shock to a 
woman and her son, and one 
report of minor property 
damage to a wall, bed and 
blanket near the lantern’s 
power source. 

Voluntary recall 

EU/MALTA CATEGORY: Lighting equipment  

PRODUCT: Rechargeable emergency light 
"Rechargeable High-bright and Saving-energy 
Automatic Emergency Lamp" 

BRAND: Yuqiang 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: YQ-198 

DESCRIPTION: Rechargeable light with a white 
body, incorporating LED's. Supplied with a cable to 
connect to the mains. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: China 

 
 

ELECTRIC SHOCK  
 
The product poses a risk of 
electric shock because the 
façade can easily come off the 
body exposing live parts that 
could be touched. 
 
The product does not comply 
with the Low Voltage Directive. 

Voluntary stop of 
sales and 
withdrawal from 
the market by the 
importer. 
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E&E: CORD SETS, PLUGS & SOCKETS  

NOTIFYING 
COUNTRY 

 PRODUCT  DANGER MEASURES 
ADOPTED  

EU/POLAND CATEGORY: Electrical appliances  

PRODUCT: Socket adaptor "Przejsciowka Polsko-
angielska" 

BRAND: Bemko 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: DFA-7, EAN: 
5908311362037 

DESCRIPTION: White socket adapter, packed in 
plastic bag. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: China 

 
 

ELECTRIC SHOCK  

The product poses a risk of 
electric shock because it is 
possible to insert only one pin 
of a plug into the adaptor 
socket, leaving the other pin 
accessible. 

The product does not comply 
with the relevant standard EN 
60884. 

Voluntary 
withdrawal from 
the market. 
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HARDLINES: TOY  

NOTIFYING 
COUNTRY 

 PRODUCT  DANGER MEASURES 
ADOPTED  

EU/FINLAND CATEGORY: Toys  

PRODUCT: Toy electronic gun "Really Electronic Gun 
Series" 

BRAND: Discoverer 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Mini Super 
Submachine Gun, no. 2185 

DESCRIPTION: Toy electronic gun with laser sight 
and sounds. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: China 

 
 

DAMAGE TO SIGHT  

The product poses a risk of 
damage to sight because it 
incorporates a Class 3 laser 
(output power 4,3 mW). The 
laser beam output level is 12-
times higher than 0,39 mW 
which is a limit value for class 1 
lasers allowed in toys. 

The product does not comply 
with the Toys Directive and 
with the relevant European 
standard EN 60825. 

Voluntary recall 
from consumers. 

EU/FINLAND CATEGORY: Toys  

PRODUCT: Toy air bazooka 

BRAND: Laser Airzooka 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: No. 2959 

DESCRIPTION: Toy air bazooka with laser sight that 
blasts a ball of air. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: China 

 
 

DAMAGE TO SIGHT  

The product poses a risk of 
damage to sight because it 
incorporates a Class 3 laser 
(output power 1,6 mW). The 
laser beam output level is 4-
times higher than 0,39 mW 
which is a limit value for class 1 
lasers allowed in toys. 

The product does not comply 
with the Toys Directive and 
with the relevant European 
standard EN 60825. 

Voluntary recall 
from consumers. 
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HARDLINES: TOY  

NOTIFYING 
COUNTRY 

 PRODUCT  DANGER MEASURES 
ADOPTED  

EU/LATVIA CATEGORY: Toys  

PRODUCT: Plastic doll "Lovely Girl" 

BRAND: Unknown 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: No.2016 

DESCRIPTION: A doll with pink plastic wings in a 
multicoloured cardboard pack. There is a warning on 
the packaging: CHOKING HAZARD-SMALL PARTS. 
Not for children under 3 years. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: China 

 
 

CHEMICAL  

The product poses a chemical 
risk because the doll's body 
contains 9.4% by weight of of 
bis (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 
(DEHP) and 1.9% by weight of 
di-"isononyl" phthalate (DINP). 
The doll's wings contain 2.3% 
by weight of dibutyl phthalate 
(DBP) and 0.24% by weight of 
di-isononyl phthalate (DINP). 

According to REACH 
Regulation, phthalates DEHP, 
DBP and BBP are prohibited in 
all toys and childcare articles, 
while phthalates DINP, DIDP 
and DNOP are prohibited when 
the toy or childcare article can 
be placed in the mouth by 
children. 

Voluntary stop of 
sales, withdrawal 
from the market, 
recall from 
consumers and 
destruction of the 
product by the 
importer. 

EU/FINLAND CATEGORY: Toys  

PRODUCT: Juggling set 

BRAND: SunFun 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: 8376, 310311 02/10. 

DESCRIPTION: Juggling set containing 1 diabolo, 1 
juggling dish and 3 juggling balls. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: China 

 
 

CHEMICAL  

The product poses a chemical 
risk because the juggling balls 
contain 19 - 21% by weight of 
bis (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 
(DEHP). 

According to the REACH 
Regulation, phthalates DEHP, 
DBP and BBP are prohibited in 
all toys and childcare articles, 
while phthalates DINP, DIDP 
and DNOP are prohibited when 
the toy or the childcare article 
can be placed in the mouth by 
children. 

Voluntary recall 
from consumers. 
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HARDLINES: TOY  

NOTIFYING 
COUNTRY 

 PRODUCT  DANGER MEASURES 
ADOPTED  

EU/FINLAND CATEGORY: Toys  

PRODUCT: Soft toy 

BRAND: Finnplush 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Art Nr. 44560 

DESCRIPTION: Soft toy resembling an elk wearing 
jeans and a red and white shirt with a hood that has 
drawstrings. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: China 

 
 

CHOKING  

The product poses a risk of 
choking because the plastic 
toggles on the drawstrings can 
be easily detached and 
swallowed. 

The product does not comply 
with the Toys Directive and 
with the relevant European 
standard EN 71. 

Voluntary recall 
from consumers. 

EU/DENMARK CATEGORY: Toys  

PRODUCT: Rattle "Refreshing Rings Infant teethers/
rattles" 

BRAND: Sassy 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Style number 80026 is 
printed on the packaging 

DESCRIPTION: The product has a red, water-filled 
ring on one end and a black and white polka dot ball 
on the other end. The two ends of the rattles/
teethers are connected by a black and white, flexible 
plastic rod with three floating rings. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: China 

 
 

CHOKING  

The product poses a risk of 
choking because when children 
chew on the teether/rattle 
small parts can be easily 
detached and swallowed. 

The product does not comply 
with the Toys Directive and 
with the relevant European 
standard EN 71. 

Voluntary recall 
from consumers. 
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HARDLINES: TOY  

NOTIFYING 
COUNTRY 

 PRODUCT  DANGER MEASURES 
ADOPTED  

EU/FRANCE CATEGORY: Toys  

PRODUCT: Lollipop with gadget 

BRAND: Two to One 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Bar code: 8 410576 
008744 Batch code: L200-216 BBD: 08-2012 

DESCRIPTION: Lollipop with a base terminating in a 
detachable stopper and containing a gadget (key 
ring). 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Spain 

 
 

CHOKING  

The product poses a risk of 
choking because the stopper 
on the base and key ring can 
be easily detached and 
swallowed. 

The product does not comply 
with the Toys Directive and 
with the relevant European 
standard EN 71. 

Voluntary 
withdrawal from 
the market. 

EU/UNITED 
KINGDOM 

CATEGORY: Toys  

PRODUCT: Set of toy cars "Super Car" 

BRAND: Jiamingda 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Item number 8810A 

DESCRIPTION: 12 different coloured cars – pull back 
and go. Blister pack over cardboard backing 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: China 

 
 

CHEMICAL 

The product poses a chemical 
risk due to migration of barium 
from the toy over 1000mg/kg 

The product does not comply 
with the Toys Directive and 
with the relevant European 
standard EN 71. 

Withdrawal from 
the market 
ordered by the 
authorities. 
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EU/GERMANY CATEGORY: Toys  

PRODUCT: Expanding toys 

a) Expanding toy "Badespaß auf dem Bauernhof" 
"Instant Farm" 
b) Expanding toy "Badespaß mit Insekten" "Instant 
Insects" Badespaß mit Meerestieren "Instant Sealife" 
BRAND: Instant Products 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL:  
a) GTIN (EAN) Nos 0508570011186 and 
050857001125  
b) GTIN (EAN) Nos 0508570011254 and 
050857001115 

DESCRIPTION: Sponges (in figure shapes) pressed 
into gelatinous capsules, each in a transparent outer 
package with three holes. According to the 
packaging, the entire product should be immersed in 
warm water until the figures have expanded fully (the 
gelatinous capsules dissolve). It is also stated that 
the product should be used only under the 
supervision of an adult. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: United States 

 

 
 

INJURIES 

The products pose a risk of 
injuries because the small 
capsules can be taken out of 
the packaging and swallowed 
by children. As they expand, 
they can cause fatal occlusion 
of the digestive system of 
small children. 

Voluntary 
withdrawal from 
the market and 
recall from 
consumers by the 
retailer. 
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EU/GERMANY CATEGORY: Toys  

PRODUCT: Toy laser gun 

BRAND: Combat Force 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Serial No: QX138-1; 
Type: illegible (Chinese) 

DESCRIPTION: Laser gun toy in black/brown plastic, 
AA battery-powered. Cardboard packaging: 42 x 23 
cm. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: China 

 
 

DAMAGE TO SIGHT  

The product poses a risk of 
damage to sight (burning of the 
cornea) because it incorporates 
a Class 3 laser (output power 
4,5 mW). 

The product does not comply 
with the Toys Directive. 

Sales ban ordered 
by the authorities. 

USA NAME OF PRODUCT: Parents® Busy Time Activity 
Centers™ 

UNITS: About 400 

MANUFACTURER: Manhattan Group LLC, of 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

DESCRIPTION: The Parents® Busy Time Activity 
Centers™ is a wooden activity center cube-shaped 
toy that has a multi-colored bead run on the top. 
Activities on each side include a 4-tone xylophone 
and rasp, butterfly and caterpillar spinners, zig-zag 
drum, castanets, and pockets with "alligator," "bear," 
and "cat" pillow characters. Only items with wooden 
pegs bearing date code 400090GC are involved in 
this recall. The date code can be found on the 
bottom of the product packaging near the UPC code 
and on the tags on the bear character. 

MANUFACTURED IN: China 

 

HAZARD 

Wooden pegs on the 
xylophone activity can come 
loose, posing a choking hazard 
to young children. 

INCIDENTS/INJURIES 

CPSC has received one report 
of a child putting a peg in his 
mouth. No injuries have been 
reported. 

Voluntary recall 
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USA NAME OF PRODUCT: OBall Links & Mini Rattles™ 

UNITS: About 14,000 in the United States and 
14,000 in Canada 

IMPORTER: Rhino Toys Inc., of Santa Cruz, Calif. 

DESCRIPTION: This recall involves infant rattles 
called OBall Links & Mini Rattles™. The soft plastic 
OBall is 2 1/2 inches in diameter and has beads 
inside a small plastic bubble that make the rattle 
sound. The OBall is attached to a 7 1/2 inch soft 
plastic chain by C-shaped plastic links on both ends. 
"OBall" is stamped into the top of the plastic chain. 

MANUFACTURED IN: China 

 

HAZARD 

The hard plastic C-links on both 
ends of the rattles' soft plastic 
chain can break, posing a 
choking hazard to young 
children. 

INCIDENTS/INJURIES 

Rhino Toys has received one 
report of a broken C-link. No 
injuries have been reported. 

Voluntary recall 

USA NAME OF PRODUCT: Little Pet Vet costumes and 
Dr. Littles costumes 

UNITS: About 1,800 

IMPORTER: Fun World, Inc. a Division of Easter 
Unlimited, Inc. of Carle Place, N.Y. 

DESCRIPTION: This recall is limited to the 
stethoscope accessory from Fun World’s toddler-
sized Pet Vet and Dr. Littles costumes. The 
costumes include a white lab coat, a cap, scrub 
pants, a scrub shirt and a stethoscope. The cap and 
scrubs are pink, turquoise or blue. A tracking label 
bearing the code 10060GFI01 and a production date 
of either Jan-Mar 2010 or Apr-Jun 2010 is sewn into 
the neck of the scrub shirt or the lab coat. 

MANUFACTURED IN: China 

 

HAZARD 

The costumes are sold with a 
toy stethoscope accessory. 
The plastic ear pieces at the 
end of the stethoscope can be 
pulled off, posing a choking 
hazard to young children. 

INCIDENTS/INJURIES 

None Reported 

Voluntary recall 
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USA NAME OF PRODUCT: Wooden fruit puzzles 

UNITS: About 1,400 units 

IMPORTER: Kid O Products, LLC of Perth Amboy, 
N.J. 

DESCRIPTION: This recall involves wooden puzzles 
that consist of a board and four pieces representing 
an orange, a plum, a pear and an apple. Each piece of 
fruit has a wooden knob. The puzzle board measures 
12 x 4.5 x ½ inches. “Grouping Objects – Fruit” and 
style number10307 can be found on the packaging. 

MANUFACTURED IN: China 

 

HAZARD 

The knobs attached to the 
puzzle fruits can come loose, 
posing a choking hazard to 
young children. 

INCIDENTS/INJURIES 

None reported. 

Voluntary recall 
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EU/CYPRUS CATEGORY: Childcare articles and children's 
equipment 

PRODUCT: Baby walker 

BRAND: Junior’s 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Model: J-2369 

DESCRIPTION: Multicoloured, plastic baby walker 
with a textile seat and metal foldable frame. There is 
a label attached with some instructions and 
warnings. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: China 

 
 

INJURIES  

The product poses a risk of 
injuries due to the absence of a 
braking device which could 
prevent a downstairs fall. 

The baby walker does not 
comply with the European 
standard EN 1273. 

Withdrawal from 
the market 
ordered by the 
authorities. 

EU/CYPRUS CATEGORY: Childcare articles and children's 
equipment 

PRODUCT: Baby walker 

BRAND: Farlin Baby Walker 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Model: BF-880 

DESCRIPTION: Plastic baby walker for children up to 
25 lbs, with a textile seat and metal foldable frame. 
There is a label attached with some instructions, 
warnings, as well as the country of production. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Taiwan 

 
 

INJURIES  

The baby walker poses a risk of 
injuries due to the absence of a 
braking device which could 
prevent a downstairs fall. 

The product does not comply 
with the relevant European 
standard EN 1273. 

Withdrawal from 
the market 
ordered by the 
authorities. 
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EU/CYPRUS CATEGORY: Childcare articles and children's 
equipment 

PRODUCT: Baby walker 

BRAND: Junior’s 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Model: J-3402 

Description: Multicoloured, plastic baby walker with a 
textile seat and metal foldable frame. This baby 
walker can also be used us a rocking chair. The baby 
walker is equipped with toys attached to the plastic 
tray. There is a label attached with some instructions 
and warnings. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Greece 

 
 

INJURIES  

The product poses a risk of 
injuries due to the absence of a 
braking device which could 
prevent a downstairs fall. 

The product does not comply 
with the relevant European 
standard EN 1273. 

Withdrawal from 
the market 
ordered by the 
authorities. 

USA NAME OF PRODUCT: Wooden Playpens 

UNITS: About 5,000 

IMPORTER: AOSOM LLC, of Tualatin, Ore. 

DESCRIPTION: This recall involves AOSOM 
wooden playpens made from pine wood. The firm's 
logo "A" and "www.AOSOM.com" is stamped on the 
gate of the playpen. 

MANUFACTURED IN: China  

 

HAZARD 

The wooden playpen can 
break, split and/or crack at 
points where screws and other 
hardware are located. Small, 
broken wood pieces and 
hardware from the playpen can 
pose a risk of choking and 
laceration hazards to children. 
In addition, an unstable playpen 
can fall over onto a child, 
posing an entrapment hazard. 

INCIDENTS/INJURIES 

AOSOM has received 69 
reports of the wooden 
playpens breaking, splitting 
and/or cracking including one 
report of a child mouthing a 
piece of the broken wood and 
three reports of children found 
with a broken piece of wood 
and/or screw in their hand. The 
objects were removed without 
injury. 

Voluntary recall 
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USA NAME OF PRODUCT: Baby Jogger Jump Seats 

UNITS: About 1,545 (U.S.) and about 450 (Canada) 

DISTRIBUTOR: Baby Jogger LLC, of Richmond, Va. 

DESCRIPTION: This recall includes the Baby Jogger 
Jump Seat. The Jump Seat is a fabric seat accessory 
with the name "Baby Jogger" on the front that is 
attached to the mounting bracket on the frame of a 
Baby Jogger City Elite, Baby Jogger City Classic or 
Baby Jogger Summit stroller and allows a toddler 
and baby to ride together in the same stroller at the 
same time. The item number is printed on the 
product packaging. 

MANUFACTURED IN: China  

 

HAZARD 

If the Jump Seat does not 
properly lock into place, the 
Jump Seat could disengage 
from the stroller allowing the 
child to fall out. 

INCIDENTS/INJURIES 

Baby Jogger has received four 
reports of children falling from 
the seat, including reports of 
scrapes, bruises, cuts and one 
broken nose. 

Voluntary recall 
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EU/FRANCE CATEGORY: Decorative articles 

PRODUCT: Decorative branches with pine cones 

BRAND: Deco 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: REF 516587 
GENCODE: 8711277402368 

DESCRIPTION: Imitation branch with authentic pine 
cones. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Unknown 

 
 

BURNS AND FIRE  

The product poses a risk of 
burns and fire because it can 
ignite very quickly. 

Voluntary 
withdrawal from 
the market. 
 
Seizure of the 
stock. 

EU/FRANCE CATEGORY: Kitchen/cooking accessories  

PRODUCT: Frying pans 

BRAND: Unknown 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Barcode 
3491952583340 Batch 07/2009 

DESCRIPTION: Batch of 3 metal frying pans suitable 
for all cooker types - diameter 20 cm - diameter 25 
cm -diameter: 30 cm. Products sold in GIFI shops. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: China 

 
 

BURNS  

The product poses a risk of 
burns because of possible 
spillage of food due to its 
inappropriate shape and its lack 
of stability. 

The product does not comply 
with the European standard EN 
12983. 

Voluntary 
withdrawal from 
the market and 
recall from 
consumers by the 
importer. 

EU/ROMANIA CATEGORY: Kitchen/cooking accessories  

PRODUCT: Vegetable cutter 

BRAND: Kaufland 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Type: EAN 
4300175834667 

DESCRIPTION: The vegetable cutter is black 
coloured and has three interchangeable inserts. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: China 

 
 

INJURIES  

The product poses a risk of 
injuries because the small 
blades on the interchangeable 
inserts can easily come off and 
could go into the food being 
prepared and might 
consequently be inadvertently 
swallowed. 

Voluntary 
withdrawal from 
the market and 
recall from 
consumers by the 
distributor. 
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EU/SWEDEN CATEGORY: Kitchen/cooking accessories  

PRODUCT: Glass mug "RUND"  

BRAND: IKEA 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: IKEA’s article 
numbers: #30155137 RUND mug 4 cl #30149679 
RUND mug 21 cl #50149678 RUND mug 40 cl 

DESCRIPTION: The RUND mug is a handmade, 
double-walled, clear glass mug. Identifying marks, 
IKEA details, 8-digit article number, 5-digit supplier 
number #16790 and 4-digit date stamp – YYWW, are 
present on the packaging only, There are no 
identifying marks on the mugs. Sold at IKEA stores 
October 2009 through March 2010. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: China 

 
 

CUTS  

The product poses a risk of 
cuts to the lips, mouth or 
hands because it can easily 
break as a result of variations in 
glass wall thickness. 

Twelve incidents reported 
worldwide including five 
reports where injury occurred. 

Voluntary 
withdrawal from 
the market and 
recall from 
consumers. 
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EU/FRANCE CATEGORY: Food-imitating products 

PRODUCT: Decorative branch with berries 

BRAND: Unknown 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Bar code 
5706207670217 

DESCRIPTION: Decorative branch with leaves and 
berries of varying sizes in the colours light red and 
dark red. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: China 

 
 

CHOKING  

The product poses a risk of 
chocking, because this 
decorative arrangement, in the 
form of a wreath to be placed 
on a table, includes imitation 
red berries that may be easily 
detached and mistaken for real 
fruit.  

The product does not comply 
with the Directive 87/357/EEC 
on products which, appearing 
to be other than they are, 
endanger the health or safety 
of consumers. 

Voluntary 
withdrawal from 
the market and 
sales ban. 

EU/SLOVENIA CATEGORY: Gas appliances  

PRODUCT: Gas barbecue 

BRAND: Landman-Peiga 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: 12372; EAN 
4000810123728 

DESCRIPTION: Gas barbecue, gas supply pressure 
30 mbar. Appliance is for outdoor use only. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Hungary 

 
 

FIRE 

The product poses a risk of fire 
because the ignition and cross 
lighting do not occur smoothly 
and there are sections on the 
burner where there is no flame 
and unburned gas leaks out on 
to the ground. Accumulated 
unburned gas on the ground 
could catch fire or explode 
leading to injuries of the user 
of the appliance. 

The product does not comply 
with the Gas Appliances 
Directive and the relevant 
European standard EN 498. 

Withdrawal from 
the market 
ordered by the 
authorities. 
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EU/ITALY CATEGORY: Other 

PRODUCT: Silly string Maxi Stelle Filanti 

BRAND: Unknown 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Barcode 
8027451300796 

DESCRIPTION: Red 120ml spray can of silly string 
with a blue cap, writing in various colours and a 
picture of a child with silly string. The can bears the 
CE logo and the pictogram denoting a product 
unsuitable for children under three, indicating that 
this article is being sold as a toy. Warnings and 
instructions also appear on the spray can. The 
following dates are printed on the bottom of the 
spray can: 2008.09.15- 2010. 09.15. The labelling on 
the spray can does not make any reference to 
flammability. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: China 

 
 

FIRE 

The product poses a risk of fire 
because the product is 
extremely flammable and it 
should not be marketed as a 
toy. 

Withdrawal from 
the market and 
recall from 
consumers 
ordered by the 
authorities. 

USA NAME OF PRODUCT: FÖRSTÅ Coffee/Tea Makers 

UNITS: About 94,000 in the U.S. and 34,000 in 
Canada 

DISTRIBUTOR: IKEA Home Furnishings, of 
Conshohocken, Pa. 

DESCRIPTION: This recall involves FÖRSTÅ coffee/
tea makers sold in sizes 0.4 and 1 liters. The coffee/
tea maker is a press pot comprising a handmade 
clear glass pot, metal holder and black plastic top and 
handle. Coffee/tea makers included in this recall have 
supplier number 20325, "IKEA" and "Made in China" 
etched on the bottom of the metal holder. 

MANUFACTURED IN: China 

 

HAZARD 

Pressure from the metal pot 
holder against the coffee/tea 
maker can cause the glass to 
break unexpectedly, posing 
burn and laceration hazards. 

INCIDENTS/INJURIES 

IKEA has received one report in 
the U.S. of a glass coffee/tea 
maker breaking. No injury was 
reported. IKEA has received 19 
additional reports, outside of 
the U.S., of the glass coffee/
tea makers breaking, resulting 
in 12 reports of burn injuries 
from spilt coffee/tea and one 
report of a laceration injury. 

Voluntary recall 
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USA NAME OF PRODUCT: Mini-Candle Travel Sets 

UNITS: About 1,800 

DISTRIBUTOR/RETAILER: Tommy Bahama Group 
Inc., of Seattle, Wash. 

DESCRIPTION: This recall involves Tommy Bahama 
six tin mini-candle travel sets. The mini-tin candles 
have the following scents: pineapple paradise, 
pineapple cilantro, maui mango, coconut mango, 
hibiscus blossom and caribbean breeze. The six tin 
candles are packaged in a beige carton with a 
matching sleeve that reads "Tommy Bahama", "mini 
candle travel set" and "Set of 6 mini tins". Various 
color labels are affixed to the top of the bronze-
colored tins listing the individual candle scents. 

MANUFACTURED IN: United States and China 

 

HAZARD 

The candle flame can spread 
from the wick to the wax 
causing a larger than expected 
flame, posing a risk of burns to 
consumers. 

INCIDENTS/INJURIES 

Tommy Bahama has received 
two reports of candles flames 
extending to the wax area. No 
injuries have been reported. 

Voluntary recall 

USA NAME OF PRODUCT: Freestanding Steel Outdoor 
Fireplaces 

UNITS: About 20,000 in the United States and 400 in 
Canada 

MANUFACTURER: Sunjoy Industries Group Limited, 
of Steubenville, Ohio 

DESCRIPTION: This recall involves "Garden 
Treasures Living" steel outdoor fireplaces with a 
bronze finish chimney and slate colored accents. The 
wood burning fireplace is approximately 24 inches 
deep by 35 inches wide and 57 inches tall, has two 
glass doors and a tile back inside. Item number 
0027705 and model number L-OF082PST-3 are 
printed on the front page of the product's instruction 
manual. No other "Garden Treasures Living" brand 
outdoor fireplaces are included in this recall. 

MANUFACTURED IN: China 

 

HAZARD 

The decorative bronze powder 
coat finish on the fireplace 
chimney can ignite during use, 
posing a fire hazard to 
consumers. 

INCIDENTS/INJURIES 

Sunjoy has received 14 reports 
of the chimney's decorative 
powder coat finish catching 
fire, resulting in one report of 
melted siding. No injuries have 
been reported. 

Voluntary recall 
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USA NAME OF PRODUCT: Wine Bottle Openers 

UNITS: About 159,000 

DISTRIBUTOR: Sunbeam Products Inc., of Boca 
Raton, Fla. 

RETAILER: QVC, of West Chester, Pa. 

DESCRIPTION: This recall involves the “skybar™ Air 
Pump Wine Opener” model number NBSKWA2600. 
The wine bottle opener was sold as a four piece set 
in the following colors: gray, blue, red or silver and 
black-colored with a black storage box. “skybar” is 
printed on the side of the wine bottle opener. Model 
number NBSKWA2600 is printed on the bottom of 
the wine bottle opener. 

MANUFACTURED IN: China 

 

HAZARD 

The wine bottles can break 
when opened with the recalled 
opener, posing a laceration 
hazard to consumers. 

INCIDENTS/INJURIES 

Sunbeam has received 52 
reports of wine bottles 
breaking while the opener was 
being used on them, including 
22 reports of injuries. Injuries 
include lacerations to the 
hands. 

Voluntary recall 

USA NAME OF PRODUCT: 6K and 7KC series door 
locksets 

UNITS: About 63,100 

MANUFACTURER: Stanley Security Solutions Inc., 
of Indianapolis, Ind. 

DESCRIPTION: The recalled latches are in 6K and 
7KC series medium Duty Locksets. These locksets 
have a brass or stainless steel finish and may have 
the word "BEST" embossed on the key core. 

MANUFACTURED IN: Taiwan 

 

HAZARD 

The latches can fail and the 
door cannot be unlocked from 
the inside, posing an 
entrapment hazard. This failure 
could lead to the inability to 
vacate a location in an 
emergency. 

INCIDENTS/INJURIES 

Stanley Security Solutions has 
received five reports of the 
latches failing. One entrapment 
has been reported. No injuries 
reported. 

Voluntary recall 
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USA NAME OF PRODUCT: Lennox Shadowdance 
Natural Gas Log Set Burner Assemblies 

UNITS: About 3,200 

MANUFACTURER: Lennox Hearth Products LLC, of 
Nashville, Tenn. 

DESCRIPTION: This recall involves gas burners sold 
with Lennox brand Shadowdance natural gas log set 
burner assemblies. The product is used in a wood-
burning fireplace or a ventless firebox enclosure. The 
assemblies were sold under model numbers 
LSVFSD-18, LSVFSD-24 and LSVFSD-30, and include 
a burner and ceramic-fiber log set. Replacement gas 
burners also were sold separately under model 
number LSVFSD-NG. Burners included in this recall 
have serial numbers that begin with 6407, 6408, 
6409 and 6410A through 6410G. The burner's model 
and serial numbers are printed on a metal 
identification plate attached to the burner. 

MANUFACTURED IN: USA 

 

HAZARD 

A crack can develop at the gas 
valve connection allowing 
natural gas to leak while the 
burner is in use, posing a risk 
of carbon monoxide poisoning. 

INCIDENTS/INJURIES 

Lennox has received 20 reports 
of cracks at the gas valve 
connection. No injuries have 
been reported. 

Voluntary recall 

USA NAME OF PRODUCT: Colin Cowie Gel-Fuel Wood 
Fireplaces 

UNITS: About 6,000 

IMPORTER: Southern Enterprises Inc. (SEI), of 
Coppell, Texas 

DESCRIPTION: This recall involves Colin Cowie dual
-positioning, wood wall-mount, gel-fuel fireplace with 
item No. 955-074. The wooden wall mount fireplace 
has an espresso-colored finish with copper, silver or 
antique gold finished metal trim. It may be hung in a 
horizontal or vertical position. This recall involves 
units manufactured in July 2010. Lot number 
SEI/07/001 can be found on a label on the rear of the 
unit in the upper right hand corner when horizontal. 

MANUFACTURED IN: China 

 

HAZARD 

Heat from the operating unit 
causes the plastic mounting 
screws to deform causing the 
unit to fall from the wall, 
posing a fall and fire hazard. 

INCIDENTS/INJURIES 

SEI has received reports of 21 
incidents of the product 
detaching from wall and falling, 
heat damage, and/or fire. Two 
reports of personal injuries, 
including a knee injury and 
broken toes. 

Voluntary recall 
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USA NAME OF PRODUCT: Circo beaded door curtains 

UNITS: 79,000 

MANUFACTURER: FAB/Starpoint LLC, of New 
York, N.Y. 

RETAILER: Target Corp., of Minneapolis, Minn. 

DESCRIPTION: The Circo pink door curtain is a set 
of two beaded door curtains, each of which is 12 
inches wide and 72 inches long. The warnings on the 
packaging include: "Not for use in areas with children 
under 5 years of age. Plastic ornaments may pose 
strangulation or entanglement hazard. Not for use 
near cribs or playpens...". The photograph on the 
packaging shows an installed door curtain at the 
doorway of a girl's bedroom with pink wall color, 
child-themed lamp and clock. There is a CAUTION 
statement included in the installation instructions 
that states: "Do not tie bottom to form loops." 

MANUFACTURED IN: China 

 

HAZARD 

Strangulations can occur when 
a child plays with the beaded 
strands by wrapping them 
around their necks or by 
creating loops in which they 
can insert their heads. Also, 
children can get entangled in 
the strands, which are prone to 
entangle, just by running 
through the doorway. 

INCIDENTS/INJURIES 

The firm has received three 
reports of entanglement. In 
January 2009, a nine-year old 
girl was entangled while 
passing through the beads and 
nearly choked as she continued 
walking through the curtain. In 
January 2010, a six-year old girl 
in Reno, Nev. became 
entangled in the bead strands 
as she passed through them 
and suffered slight lacerations 
to her neck. In April 2010, a girl 
became entangled as the 
beads swung back behind her 
father who had walked through 
the beads before her. She was 
pulled off her feet and 
momentarily suspended before 
she regained her footing and 
she received scratches to her 
neck. 

Voluntary recall 
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AUSTRALIA Le Creuset Australia Pty Ltd—Le Creuset Glass Lids 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

The affected models include: 24cm glass lid, 26cm 
glass lid, 28cm glass lid, and 30cm glass lid 
(including 30cm glass lids sold as part of the Le 
Creuset Toughened Non-Stick 30cm Provencale 
Deep Frying Pan). They have “Le Creuset” stamped 
on the metal handles. 

IDENTIFYING FEATURES 

Glass Lid 24cm Ref 962008240 
Reference Milners 335014  
 
Glass Lid 26cm Ref 962008260 
Reference Milners 335009 
 
Glass Lid 28cm Ref 962008280 
Reference Milners 335010  
 
Glass Lid 30cm Ref 962008300 
Reference Milners 335011 
 
Glass Lid Shallow Casserole with Glass Lid 30cm/
Provencale Deep Frying Pan 30cm w/Lid 
Ref 962002301 
Reference Milners 335012  
 
This information can be found on your invoice. 

TRADERS WHO SOLD THIS PRODUCT 

Kitchen Warehouse, Everten, Le Domaine 
Kitchenware, Le Kitchen, Minimax, Elite Appliances 
Hobart 

SUPPLIER 

Le Creuset Australia Pty Ltd 

SUPPLIER'S WEB SITE 

http://www.lecreuset.com/en-hk/Australia/ 

 

HAZARDS 

There is a laceration hazard to 
consumers. 

DEFECTS 

The glass lids may crack or 
break during use. 

CONSUMERS 
ACTION 

Consumers should 
stop using these 
lids immediately 
and return them to 
Le Creuset for a 
replacement lid or 
a full refund of the 
purchase price.  

http://www.lecreuset.com/en-hk/Australia/�
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AUSTRALIA Furniture and Bedding Concepts Ltd (formerly Sleep 
City)—"JESSE" Bunk Beds 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

Timber beds available in "bunk bed" or "study bunk 
with desk" configurations 

TRADERS WHO SOLD THIS PRODUCT 

Sleep City retail stores 

SUPPLIER 

Uinta Beds Pty Ltd 

SUPPLIER'S WEB SITE 

http://www.sleepcity.com.au 

 

 

HAZARDS 

Possible entrapment and 
strangulation hazard. 

DEFECTS 

The beds do not comply with 
the mandatory standard for 
bunk beds. The instructions are 
not explicit and the timber slats 
of the mattress base may not 
be fixed into position during 
assembly. As such, they may 
move and create entrapment 
spaces, which are prohibited 
by the standard. Variations in 
the manufacturing tolerances 
have resulted in some bunk 
beds having gaps in the upper 
bunk guardrail greater than the 
prescribed size. The corner 
posts of the upper bunk also 
extend greater than the 
prescribed amount. 

CONSUMERS 
ACTION 

Immediately 
decouple the bunk 
bed so that the top 
bunk is on the 
floor. 

Uinta Beds is 
contacting 
affected 
consumers and 
will provide a 
replacement bunk 
bed at no cost to 
the consumer. 
Replacement bunk 
beds will be 
available in 
approximately 8-10 
weeks' time.  

AUSTRALIA IKEA—FÖRSTÅ coffee/tea maker 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

Coffee/tea maker 1L 
Coffee/tea maker 0.4L 

IDENTIFYING FEATURES 

001-632-09 FÖRSTÅ coffee/tea maker 0.4L glass/
stainless steel AP JP 
601-632-11 FÖRSTÅ coffee/tea maker 1L glass/
stainless steel AP JP 
Identifying marks on packaging: IKEA's contact 
details, 8-digit article number, 5-digit supplier number 
("20325") and 4-digit date stamp (YYWW) 
Identifying marks on product: "IKEA" and "20325" 
etched underneath the metal holder  

TRADERS WHO SOLD THIS PRODUCT 

IKEA 

SUPPLIER: IKEA  

SUPPLIER'S WEB SITE 

http://www.ikea.com/au/en/preindex.html 

 

HAZARDS 

Potential scalding injuries from 
spilt coffee/tea and laceration 
hazard from broken glass. 

DEFECTS 

Pressure from the metal holder 
on the glass pot can cause it to 
break unexpectedly.  

CONSUMERS 
ACTION 

Stop using the 
product 
immediately and 
return it to any 
IKEA store for a 
full refund. 

Traders who sold 
this product 

http://www.sleepcity.com.au�
http://www.ikea.com/au/en/preindex.html�
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AUSTRALIA Sitro Group Australia—Gasmate NG25 Hot Ozi 
Barbecue 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

Single burner portable barbecue 

IDENTIFYING FEATURES 

Date of manufacture "34/10" marked on an 
aluminium swing tag hanging from the handle 

TRADERS WHO SOLD THIS PRODUCT 

Independent retailers, BCF, Rays Outdoors.  

SUPPLIER 

Sitro Group Australia  

SUPPLIER'S WEB SITE 

http://www.gasmate.com.au  

 

HAZARDS 

If used in a confined space, 
consumers may be at risk of 
death by asphyxiation from 
carbon monoxide and carbon 
dioxide poisoning. 

DEFECTS 

If the barbecue is used indoors, 
the levels of carbon monoxide 
and carbon dioxide may be 
higher than the Australian 
standard permits. 

CONSUMERS 
ACTION 

Cease using the 
barbecue and 
return it to the 
place of purchase 
for a FULL 
REFUND.  

http://www.gasmate.com.au�
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EU/AUSTRIA 

 

 

PRODUCT: screw caps of jars  

MANUFACTURED IN: Italy 

No picture available. 

CHEMICAL 

semicarbazide (SEM) (3083 µg/
kg - ppb) in screw caps of jars 
containing honey from Italy 

N/A 

EU/ITALY 

 

 

 

PRODUCT: stainless steel cutlery 

MANUFACTURED IN: China 

No picture available. 

CHEMICAL 

migration of chromium (0.27 
mg/kg - ppm) from stainless 
steel cutlery from China 

re-dispatch or 
destruction 

EU/CYPRUS 

 

 

PRODUCT: dinner plates  

MANUFACTURED IN: China 

No picture available. 

CHEMICAL 

migration of lead (4.78 mg/dm²) 
from dinner plates from China 

recall from 
consumers 

EU/GERMANY 

 

 

 

PRODUCT: printing ink on drinking cups 

MANUFACTURED IN: Germany 

No picture available. 

CHEMICAL 

migration of 2-methyl-4'-
(methylthio)-2-
morpholinopropiophenone, of 
ethyl-4-dimethylaminobenzoate 
and of 2.4-diethyl thioxanthone 
(DETX) (sum 685 µg/kg - ppb) 
from printing ink on drinking 
cups from Germany 

withdrawal from 
the market 

EU/GERMANY 

 

 

 

PRODUCT: rim of coffee cups  

MANUFACTURED IN: Austria 

No picture available. 

CHEMICAL 

migration of cadmium (0.91 
mg/item) and of lead (5.3 mg/
item) from rim of coffee cups 
from Austria 

withdrawal from 
the market 

EU/GERMANY 

 

 

 

PRODUCT: stopper of vinegar and oil pourer  

MANUFACTURED IN: China 

No picture available. 

CHEMICAL 

DEHP - di(2-ethylhexyl) 
phthalate in stopper of vinegar 
and oil pourer from China 

withdrawal from 
the market 

EU/ITALY 

 

 

 

PRODUCT: coffee machine  

MANUFACTURED IN: China 

No picture available. 

CHEMICAL 

migration of nickel (1.1 mg/kg - 
ppm) from coffee machine 
from China 

 

withdrawal from 
the market 
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EU/CYPRUS CATEGORY: Laser pointers  

PRODUCT: Laser pointers  

1) 2 in 1 Super Led Lamp and key-ring 
2) Laser with LED light and Key Chain  
3) 2 in 1 Laser & Led Light 

BRAND: Unknown 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Unknown 

DESCRIPTION:  
1) Key-ring with laser beam and led light.  On the key 
ring there is the inscription: "Danger - Laser radiation 
- Avoid direct eye exposure – Max output <5 mw - 
wavelength 650nm 10 - Class IIIA Laser Product. 
This product complies with 21 CFR. ( S/N 2009108)". 
The package includes 3 batteries. 
2) Key-ring with laser beam and led light. No 
inscriptions on the key-ring, but on the front side of 
the package there is the inscription: “Laser with LED 
light-Key Chain” and at the back information for use 
and also the warning "Danger - Laser radiation - Avoid 
direct eye exposure. DIODE LASER-WAVE LENGTH 
650NM-10-MAX OUTPUT < 5MW- CLASS IIIA 
PRODUCT-KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF THE 
CHILDREN". 
3) Key-ring with laser beam and led light.  On the key
-ring there is the inscription: Danger - Laser radiation 
- Avoid direct eye exposure – Max output <5 mw - 
wavelength 650nm 10 - Class IIIA Laser Product. 
This product complies with 21 CFR. User instructions 
are written on the back of the box, in English. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: China 

 
 

DAMAGE TO SIGHT  

The products pose a risk of 
damage to sight because they 
are class 3 laser devices 
potentially dangerous to the 
sight under any conditions of 
use.  

The products do not comply 
with the relevant European 
standard EN 60825. 

Withdrawal from 
the market 
ordered by the 
authorities. 
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EU/FRANCE CATEGORY: Cosmetics  

PRODUCT: Eye make-up product "Hashmi Surmi 
Special Kohl" 

BRAND: HASHMI 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Barcode: 8 961100 
310159 Best before: 05/2015 

DESCRIPTION: Eye make-up product sold in a small 
golden bottle in a blister pack. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Pakistan 

 
 

CHEMICAL AND 
MICROBIOLOGICAL 

The product poses: 
- a chemical risk, because it 
contains 71% of lead, 
- a microbiological risk, 
because it contains 5 000 CFU/
g of aerobic mesophilic flora. 

The product does not comply 
with the Cosmetics Directive 
76/768/EEC. 

Voluntary 
withdrawal from 
the market and 
recall from 
consumers by the 
importer. 

EU/GERMANY CATEGORY: Cosmetics  

PRODUCT: Powder hair dye "Kali Mehandi" 

BRAND: Black Rose 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Batch No: 120 Packed 
September 2009 

DESCRIPTION: 5 sachets packed in plastic 
laminated film in a printed folding box 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: India 

 
 

CHEMICAL  

The product poses a chemical 
risk because it contains at least 
3% p-phenylenediamine. 

The product does not comply 
with the Cosmetics Directive 
76/768/EEC. 

Voluntary recall 
from consumers. 
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EU/GERMANY CATEGORY: Cosmetics  

PRODUCT: Fitness gel Pflege & Fitnessgel - Aloe 
Vera 

BRAND: Regina 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: EAN-Code: 
4068400011251 / Production date: 03/09-02, best-
before date: 09/11 (Art No 1125). 

DESCRIPTION: White, plastic, screw-top container 
with a green label, containing homogeneous gel. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Turkey 

 
 

MICROBIOLOGICAL  

The product poses a 
microbiological risk because it 
contains Burkholderia cepacia. 
Aerobic colony count (CFU/g): 
4.1-5.2 x 105. 

The product does not comply 
with the Cosmetics Directive 
76/768/EEC. 

Voluntary recall 
from consumers 
by the importer. 

EU/FRANCE CATEGORY: Cosmetics  

PRODUCT: Skin lightening cream 

BRAND: VIT’FEE 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Batch No CVF D23 
NAFDAC 02 5651 

DESCRIPTION: White plastic jar with pink stopper - 
500 ml 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Cote D'Ivoire 

 
 

CHEMICAL  

The product poses a chemical 
risk because it contains 5.8% 
of hydroquinone, which can 
pose a threat to health if 
applied to a large area over a 
long period of time.  

The product does not comply 
with the Cosmetics Directive 
76/768/EEC. 

Seizure of the 
product ordered by 
the authorities. 
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EU/FRANCE CATEGORY: Cosmetics  

PRODUCT: Skin-lightening lotion 

BRAND: VIT’FEE 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Batch No LVF E25 

DESCRIPTION: White plastic bottle with pink 
stopper - 500 ml. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Cote D'Ivoire 

 
 

CHEMICAL  

The product poses a chemical 
risk because it contains 5.6 % 
of hydroquinone, which can 
pose a threat to health if 
applied to a large area over a 
long period of time.  

The product does not comply 
with the Cosmetics Directive 
76/768/EEC. 

Seizure of the 
product ordered by 
the authorities. 

EU/PORTUGAL CATEGORY: Cosmetics  

PRODUCT: Nail polish "Esmalte Dote Cremoso; - 
Esmalte Dote Cintilante; - Esmalte Dote Glitter; - 
Esmalte Dote Fortalecedor; - Esmalte Dote Incolor; e 
- Esmalte Dote Transparente" 

rand: Dote. 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: All batches. 

DESCRIPTION: Nail polishes of different colours; 
Volume 8 ml. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Brazil 

 
 

CHEMICAL  

The products pose a chemical 
risk because they contain the 
ingredient Dibutyl phthalate, as 
declared on the label, the use 
of which is prohibited in 
cosmetics and personal 
hygiene products. 

The product does not comply 
with the Cosmetics Directive 
76/768/EEC. 

Stop of sales and 
withdrawal from 
the market 
ordered by the 
authorities. 
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USA NAME OF PRODUCT: Resistance Tubes and 
Resistance Tube Kits 

Units: About 229,000 

IMPORTER: Dick's Sporting Goods Inc., Coraopolis, 
Pa. 

MANUFACTURER: Dalps & Leisure Products Supply 
Corp., Taipei, Taiwan 

DESCRIPTION: This recall involves Fitness Gear and 
Fitness After 40 branded resistance tubes and 
adjustable resistance tube kits. The resistance tubes 
are yellow, blue, red, orange, gray or black and are 
attached to handles with a plastic clip. "Fitness Gear" 
is printed in red on the handles of the Fitness Gear-
branded products. The Fitness After 40-branded 
resistance tubes have blue handles with thin green 
and red stripes. The recalled model numbers are: 
FAF00004, STA00017, STA00018, STA00019, 
STA00020, STA00021, STA00022, STA00023, 
STA00063, STA00064, STA00066. The model 
number can be found on the bottom of the package. 

MANUFACTURED IN: China 

 

HAZARD 

The plastic clip that attaches 
the resistance tube to the 
handle can break during use 
causing the tubing, handle or 
fragments of the plastic clip to 
strike the user. This poses a 
contusion and laceration 
hazard. 

INCIDENTS/INJURIES 

Dick's Sporting Goods has 
received four reports of 
contusions, abrasions and 
lacerations. 

Voluntary recall 

EU/FRANCE CATEGORY: Hobby/sports equipment 

PRODUCT: Laser sight for air gun "Ensemble 
Compact, Lampe & Laser" 

BRAND: Swiss Arms 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Ref.: 263859 

DESCRIPTION: Optical aiming device, incorporating 
a lamp and a laser pointer, to be attached to a replica 
gun, operating on two 3V batteries. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: China 

 
 

DAMAGE TO SIGHT  

The product poses a risk of 
damage to sight because: 
- it incorporates a class 3R 
laser, 
- it does not have the required 
indications and warnings for a 
laser device of this class. 

The product does not comply 
with the relevant European 
standard EN 60825. 

Voluntary 
withdrawal from 
the market and 
recall from 
consumers. 
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USA NAME OF PRODUCT: Holiday rattle baby slippers 

UNITS: About 57,000 

IMPORTER: Atico International USA Inc., of Fort 
Lauderdale, Fla. 

DISTRIBUTOR/RETAILER: Walgreen Co., of 
Deerfield, Ill. 

DESCRIPTION: The recalled slippers are decorated 
with stuffed fabric figures including snowmen, 
Santa, reindeer, and penguins, and have decorative 
rattles inside the slippers that sound like bells when 
shaken. Item number 999526 is printed on the back 
of the cardboard header card packaging. “Find Your 
Joy” is printed on the front of the slippers packaging. 

MANUFACTURED IN: China 

 

HAZARD 

The internal stuffing and rattle 
inside the slippers decorative 
figures can be pulled out, 
posing a choking hazard to 
young children. 

Incidents/Injuries 

Atico received one report of a 7
-month old baby that was 
found beginning to turn blue 
with the slippers’ stuffing in its’ 
mouth. The baby’s father 
removed the stuffing. Two 
additional reports of babies 
wearing the slippers who 
pulled on the rattle/stuffing and 
the stuffing came out were 
also reported. No injuries 
reported. 

Voluntary recall 
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EU/GERMANY CATEGORY: Protective equipment  

PRODUCT: Backpack with respiratory device 
"AvaLung Rucksack, AvaLung Backpack" 

BRAND: AvaLung 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: ANARCHIST 
AVALUNG, BANDIT AVALUNG, OUTLAW 
AVALUNG, AGENT AVALUNG, COVERRT AVALUNG 
and REVELATION AVALUNG; 

DESCRIPTION: Backpack with respiratory device. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: United States 

 
 

SUFFOCATION  

The product poses a risk of 
suffocation because there is 
the possibility that the 
respiratory tubing could break 
at low temperatures. 

The product does not comply 
with the Personal Protective 
Equipment Directive 89/686/
EEC. 

Voluntary recall 
from consumers. 

EU/SPAIN CATEGORY: Protective equipment  

PRODUCT: Cam for use in rock climbing 

BRAND: TOTEM 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Models: Totem Cam 
0.65, Totem Cam 0.80, Totem Cam 1.00, Totem Cam 
1.25, Totem Cam 1.50. 

DESCRIPTION: A cam used by expert mountaineers 
to secure themselves. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Spain 

 
 

INJURIES  

The product poses a risk of 
injuries because it has reduced 
holding power due to 
excessively hard surface 
finishing on the parts that act 
against the rock. This defect 
may render the product 
incapable of performing its 
function of arresting a fall. 

The product does not comply 
with the Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) Directive 
89/686/EEC and Standard EN 
12276. 

Voluntary recall 
from consumers 
by the 
manufacturer. 
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EU/SLOVENIA CATEGORY: Clothing, textiles and fashion items  

PRODUCT: Children's clothing set "UFFY UFFY" 

BRAND: Nortons 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: art.37356/NE, EAN: 
8300381055968 

DESCRIPTION: Children's sweatshirts with hood 
and functional drawstring with knots at the ends – 
210 mm and 160 mm drawstrings on lower part of 
tracksuit. Inscription on sweatshirts with a hood: 
"Division Scotland Champion 1950 Play", and in the 
lower part of tracksuit: "Division sixty nine Supporter. 
The Great Challenge". Intended for children aged 18 
months and size 86 cm. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Italy 

 
 

STRANGULATION  

The product poses a risk of 
strangulation due to the 
presence of functional cords in 
the hood (210mm). 

The product does not comply 
with the relevant European 
standard EN 14682. 

Voluntary 
withdrawal from 
the market by the 
supplier. 

EU/ROMANIA CATEGORY: Clothing, textiles and fashion items  

PRODUCT: Two-piece children's garment 

BRAND: EDY 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: model 21 

Description: Two-piece garment intended for children 
up to 12 months comprising a coat and trousers 
made of cotton. The coat has a zipper and hood. The 
hood contains a free drawstring of 85 cm length with 
knots on both ends. At the bottom of the coat there 
is also a drawstring of 90 cm length with plastic 
toggles on the ends. The size of the product is 24. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Romania 

 
 

STRANGULATION  

The product poses a risk of 
strangulation due to the 
presence of drawstrings with 
plastic toggles and knots on 
the ends in the neck area. 

The product does not comply 
with the relevant European 
standard EN 14682. 

Sales ban and 
withdrawal from 
the market 
ordered by the 
authorities. 
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EU/SPAIN CATEGORY: Clothing, textiles and fashion items  

PRODUCT: Baby’s long dress and bonnet 

BRAND: NIÑAS NIÑOS 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Model: 1007 (long 
dress) and 1008 (bonnet). Size 3M. Colour: flowers 

DESCRIPTION: This is a two-part outfit, consisting of 
a long dress and a bonnet. The dress, in cream-
coloured fabric with pink and green roses, has pink 
drawstrings. There is a cardboard label with NIÑAS 
NIÑOS printed on one side and 1007. TALLA: 3M. 
COLOR: FLORES. FALDÓN KATY VILLELA on the 
other. The bonnet carries the following data: 1008. 
TALLA: 3M. COLOR: FLORES. CAPOTA KATY.  

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Spain 

 
 

INJURIES  

The product poses a risk of 
injuries due to the presence of 
decorative drawstrings in the 
waist area. 

The product does not comply 
with the relevant European 
standard EN 14682. 

Withdrawal from 
the market 
ordered by the 
authorities. 

EU/SPAIN CATEGORY: Clothing, textiles and fashion items  

PRODUCT: Baby's sleeping bag  

BRAND: ARTESANÍA GRANLEI 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Model 741, colour 2, 
size 3M 

DESCRIPTION: A baby's sleeping bag (yellow) with 
a cardboard label including the following information: 
MODEL 741, COLOUR 2, SIZE 3M.  

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Spain 

 
 

STRANGULATION  

The product poses a risk of 
strangulation due to the 
presence of drawstrings in the 
neck area. 

The product does not comply 
with the relevant European 
standard EN 14682. 

Corrective action 
ordered by the 
authorities. 
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EU/ROMANIA CATEGORY: Clothing, textiles and fashion items  

PRODUCT: Jacket for girls 

BRAND: NICE WEAR 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Type KIDS CLUB Bar 
Code: 05966699853558 

DESCRIPTION: Pink winter coat intended for 
children between 1-3 years with a zipper and hood. 
The front of the coat is decorated with a floral 
design. The hood has a drawstring with knots and 
plastic toggles on the ends. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Hungary 

 
 

STRANGULATION  

The product poses a risk of 
strangulation due to the 
presence of drawstrings in the 
hood and the neck area. 

The product does not comply 
with the relevant European 
standard EN 14682. 

Sales ban and 
withdrawal from 
the market 
ordered by the 
authorities. 

EU/HUNGARY CATEGORY: Clothing, textiles and fashion items  

PRODUCT: Jacket for girls 

BRAND: YI JIE 2000 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Model: JL-03 

DESCRIPTION: Jacket for young girls with a hood 
including an elastic drawstring and plastic toggles on 
the ends. Size: 2-6 years 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: China 

 
 

STRANGULATION AND 
INJURIES 

The product poses a risk of 
strangulation and injuries due 
to the presence of elastic 
drawstrings that can injure the 
child’s face if they are pulled or 
released when adjusting.  

The product does not comply 
with the relevant European 
standard EN 14682. 

Withdrawal from 
the market and 
recall from 
consumers 
ordered by the 
authorities. 
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EU/SPAIN CATEGORY: Clothing, textiles and fashion items  

PRODUCT: Baby's overalls 

BRAND: ARTESANÍA GRANLEI 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: MODEL: 698. 
COLOUR: 8. SIZE: 6M 

DESCRIPTION: Baby's pink overalls with a 
cardboard label including the following information: 
MODEL 698, COLOR 8, SIZE 6M. In the upper part 
of the garment a label is sewn which reads: 
ARTESANÍA GRANLEI 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Spain 

 
 

STRANGULATION  

The product poses a risk of 
strangulation due to the 
presence of a functional cord in 
the neck area. 

The product does not comply 
with the relevant European 
standard EN 14682. 

Corrective actions 
ordered by the 
authorities. 

EU/SPAIN CATEGORY: Clothing, textiles and fashion items  

PRODUCT: Knitted jacket 

BRAND: NECK & NECK 

TYPE/NUMBER OF MODEL: Model 10I11504 (size 
12 months, 68-76 cm) 

DESCRIPTION: The product in question is a brown 
jacket with pompoms. It has a cardboard label 
indicating on one side: NECK&NECK. Junior&Baby. 
On the other side, the label includes the indication: 
10I11504. SIZE: 12 M. COLOUR: 56. There is also a 
label sewn to the garment indicating, among other 
things: "NECK&NECK. T-12M. 68-76CM". 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Bangladesh 

 
 

STRANGULATION  

The product poses a risk of 
strangulation because it has 
functional cords with 
pompoms at the end to close 
the garment at the neck.  

The product does not comply 
with the relevant European 
standard EN 14682. 

Withdrawal from 
the market 
ordered by the 
authorities. 
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SOFTLINES: WEARING APPARELS  

NOTIFYING 
COUNTRY 

 PRODUCT  DANGER MEASURES 
ADOPTED  

USA NAME OF PRODUCT: Children’s hooded 
sweatshirts with drawstrings 

UNITS: About 3,600 

RETAILER: Sunsations Inc., of Virginia Beach, Va. 

DESCRIPTION: The recall involves children’s and 
juniors hooded sweatshirts sold in sizes small, 
medium and large that can fit children in a large 
range of sizes from 2T through 12. “Virginia Beach,” 
“Ocean City,” “Nags Head” or “Kill Devil Hills” are 
printed on the front. The following style and items 
numbers are included in the recall and are printed on 
a tag sewn into the sweatshirt’s neck: BL200 (item 
#16692) in black, style BL300 (item #16693) in brown 
and style 292 (item #20221) which come in navy 
blue, pink and light blue. 

MANUFACTURED IN: Pakistan 

 

 

 

HAZARD 

The hooded sweatshirts have 
drawstrings through the hood 
which can pose a strangulation 
or entrapment hazard to 
children. In February 1996, 
CPSC issued (pdf), which were 
incorporated into an industry 
voluntary standard in 1997, to 
help prevent children from 
strangling or getting entangled 
on the neck and waist 
drawstrings in upper garments, 
such as jackets and 
sweatshirts. 

Incidents/Injuries 

None reported 

Voluntary recall 
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SOFTLINES: WEARING APPARELS  

NOTIFYING 
COUNTRY 

 PRODUCT  DANGER MEASURES 
ADOPTED  

USA NAME OF PRODUCT: Girl's Dress 

UNITS: About 1,500 

IMPORTER: Matilda Jane LLC of Fort Wayne, Ind. 

DESCRIPTION: The Chelsa dress is a girl's 
sleeveless sundress in sizes 2, 4, and 6. The top is 
white with green polka dots; the bottom is printed 
with a green and yellow floral design and has a multi-
colored floral border at the hem. 

MANUFACTURED IN: China. 

 

HAZARD 

The buttons can come off, 
posing a choking hazard. 

INCIDENTS/INJURIES 

Matilda Jane has received one 
report of an incident with no 
injuries. 

Voluntary recall 

AUSTRALIA Big W—Pink Sugar Girls' Beaded Sundress & Pink 
Sugar Marakesh GG Maxi-Dress 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

Pink Sugar Girls' Beaded Sundress - girls' cotton pink 
sundress with applique and beading on chest area, 
size 8-16. Retail price: $19.93 
Pink Sugar Marakesh GG Maxi-Dress - girls' 
polyester printed georgette sundress with shirring 
and front neck beading, size 8-16. Retail price: 
$27.84 

IDENTIFYING FEATURES 

Pink Sugar Girls' Beaded Sundress (keycode 
7980602) 
Pink Sugar Marakesh GG Maxi-Dress (keycode 
8077274) 

TRADERS WHO SOLD THIS PRODUCT 

Big W 

SUPPLIER 

Woolworths Limited 

SUPPLIER'S WEB SITE 

http://www.bigw.com.au 

 

 

HAZARDS 

Contact with the beading's 
sharp points and edges may 
cause a laceration hazard. 

DEFECTS 

The beading on the dresses 
have sharp points and edges. 

CONSUMERS 
ACTION 

Customers are 
asked to 
immediately take 
these products 
away from 
children and return 
them to any Big W 
store for a FULL 
REFUND.  

http://www.bigw.com.au�
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SOFTLINES: FOOTWEAR, BAGS AND ACCESSORIES  

NOTIFYING 
COUNTRY 

 PRODUCT   DANGER MEASURES 
ADOPTED  

USA NAME OF PRODUCT: Holiday rattle baby slippers 

UNITS: About 57,000 

IMPORTER: Atico International USA Inc., of Fort 
Lauderdale, Fla. 

DISTRIBUTOR/RETAILER: Walgreen Co., of 
Deerfield, Ill. 

DESCRIPTION: The recalled slippers are decorated 
with stuffed fabric figures including snowmen, 
Santa, reindeer, and penguins, and have decorative 
rattles inside the slippers that sound like bells when 
shaken. Item number 999526 is printed on the back 
of the cardboard header card packaging. “Find Your 
Joy” is printed on the front of the slippers packaging. 

MANUFACTURED IN: China 

HAZARD 

The internal stuffing and rattle 
inside the slippers decorative 
figures can be pulled out, 
posing a choking hazard to 
young children. 

INCIDENTS/INJURIES 

Atico received one report of a 7
-month old baby that was 
found beginning to turn blue 
with the slippers’ stuffing in its’ 
mouth. The baby’s father 
removed the stuffing. Two 
additional reports of babies 
wearing the slippers who 
pulled on the rattle/stuffing and 
the stuffing came out were 
also reported. No injuries 
reported. 

Voluntary recall 



 

      

SOFTLINES   SGS STANDARDS & REGULATIONS SERVICES 

FOR ENQUIRIES 

Product.Recalls@sgs.com 

www.sgs.com/regulatorycompliance 

 

GCSC has compiled the below sources: 

PRODUCT RECALLS IN EUROPE 

The Rapid Alert System for Non-Food Products (RAPEX) - Weekly overview reports of 
RAPEX notifications. 

http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/dyna/rapex/rapex_archives_en.cfm 

The official contact points of the Member and EFTA-EEA States provide the information 
published in these weekly overviews. Under the terms of Annex II.10 to the General 
Product Safety Directive (2001/95/EC) responsibility for the information provided lies with 
the notifying party. The Commission does not take any responsibility for the accuracy of 
the information provided. 

The Rapid Alert System for  food and feed (RASFF)-Weekly overview reports of RASFF 
notifications. 

http://ec.europa.eu/food/food/rapidalert/index_en.htm 

Disclaimer: The Commission cannot and does not take any responsibility for the accuracy 
of the information in these weekly overviews. The information is published as it has been 
received from the official contact points in the Member States/EEA-EFTA countries. In the 
event that further information received from a contact point regarding an already 
published notification leads to modification or withdrawal of the information, the 
Commission shall respectively include a corrigendum or a notice of withdrawal in the next 
weekly overview to be published. 

PRODUCT RECALLS IN THE USA 

Recalls and Product Safety News 

www.cpsc.gov/cpscpub/prerel/prerel.html 

US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)  

www.fda.gov/opacom/7alerts.html (US Cosmetics recalls) 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

www.epa.gov/pesticides/alerts.htm (US Pesticides recalls) 

PRODUCT RECALLS IN AUSTRALIA 

http://www.recalls.gov.au/ 

© 2011 SGS SA. All rights reserved. SGS’s services 
including compilation(s) of data into this Factsheet 
are based on publicly available sources as of the 
date stated herein for which SGS bears no 
responsibility. Although every effort has been made 
to ensure accuracy, SGS makes no warranty as to 
error, omissions and does not accept any liability, 
without limitation, for indirect or consequential loss 
or damage, or any loss or damages arising from any 
use in connection with this document. 

mailto:product.recalls@sgs.com�
http://www.hardlines.sgs.com/consumerproducts/standards_regulations_consumerproducts.htm�
http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/dyna/rapex/rapex_archives_en.cfm�
http://ec.europa.eu/food/food/rapidalert/index_en.htm�
http://www.cpsc.gov/cpscpub/prerel/prerel.html�
http://www.fda.gov/opacom/7alerts.html�
http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/alerts.htm�
http://www.recalls.gov.au/�
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